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**Title word cross-reference**

#1 [2505].

(1, 1) [2807]. (5, 2) [1320]. (k, l) [3293].  
(n; c₁, c₂) [776]. (p, q) [1196]. (Q, r) [3542].  
(r, T) [816]. 0.005 [1567]. 0.15 [1567]. 12 [2808]. 1 < α ≤ 2 [2579]. 2ᵏ [1887, 1532].  
2ᵏ+r [1743]. 2ⁿ [708]. 2 × 2 [1092, 2827, 1082, 1352, 1865]. 3 [3295].  
4A(c₁, c₂)r [826]. 85 [3093]. (R) [2532]. 2 [1536]. A [1156, 3128, 1581, 1626]. Aₘ,ₙ [774].  

application [2375, 2643, 3405, 3313, 3536, 2597, 3125, 3339, 3326, 3376, 3225, 2511, 2738, 2405, 2005, 2534, 2349, 1511, 786, 701, 1902, 1848, 1304, 3032, 2390, 3497, 1026, 2496, 2911, 2783, 2584, 2908, 2907, 2947, 695, 2793, 2662, 837, 1005, 389, 2352, 3093, 1358, 589, 3171, 3040, 3003, 591, 2638, 1197, 2071, 444, 2719, 286, 525, 1328, 2169, 2449, 2569, 2865, 2095, 3353, 2168, 2137, 2501, 2832, 2946, 3483, 1933, 2444, 3262, 3410, 2884, 3488, 1517].

covariance [133, 2443, 1632, 2110, 3552, 3280, 2234, 2522, 2843, 3175, 1991, 1119, 1343, 3047, 2154, 1740, 2013, 727, 3459, 1051, 2169, 2932, 1468, 2065].
covariance-based [2522]. covariances [940]. Covariate [1699, 1696, 2091, 3336, 1209, 1896, 2298, 3065, 2312, 2629, 3398, 2400, 3527, 2398, 2989, 2511, 2982, 2937, 1234].
Credit [2194, 2393, 3583, 3549, 1869, 1797, 1070, 1373]. Cricket [185, 2726]. crime [2141, 2702]. Criteria [606, 1454, 1056, 2249, 2481, 1314, 930].
cropping [869]. crops [43]. Cross [175, 2422, 1892, 2316, 1386, 1975, 1250, 3128, 2993, 1910, 2033, 1031, 3309, 3543, 2844, 1293, 1983, 2206, 1874, 1816, 467].
Cumulative [1930, 1572, 2718, 788, 1537, 1864, 2111]. Cup [3181, 2664]. cure [2687, 2102, 2098, 2294, 3518, 3417, 2054, 2796, 2412, 2390, 2202, 2219, 2584, 1831, 2047, 3220].
curve* [322]. curves [1333, 1837, 2647, 2452, 805, 571, 3282, 600, 1466, 2635, 1538, 2126, 782, 2196, 487, 595, 3209, 1047, 930, 3192, 557, 621].


desirability [2370, 3207]. Detect [1645, 182, 3369, 3303, 2085, 2466, 1569, 527, 869]. Detecting [1736, 1782, 2678, 2287, 1318,
3129, 334, 3148, 1647, 2646, 2120, 1100, 1994, 1757, 1536, 1901, 530, 2759, 2990, 3191, 2291, 3073, 795, 2783, 2259, 2482, 1813.

Detection
[1710, 2015, 1434, 406, 3539, 2695, 141, 779, 1620, 1412, 2841, 858, 3504, 1553, 2117, 2257, 631, 2521, 2835, 1305, 2580, 3428, 3544, 3533, 3312, 2028, 3093, 1586, 2385].

determinant [2169]. determinants [3168, 3304, 2780].

Determination


Development
[816, 160, 3022, 3517, 1854, 2686, 378, 1556]. developmental [1538, 1764].


diabetes [3514, 2251]. diabetic [3247, 2405, 3296]. diagnosed [2604].

diagnosis [522, 1795, 3172, 2888, 2604, 2390, 2777, 3055, 1889]. Diagnostic [1662, 2216, 2604, 1380, 1686, 1620, 2761, 2873, 562, 1305, 2101, 2161, 3523, 3271, 1867, 2247, 3283, 2673, 2740, 1976, 2431, 1861, 1853, 2183, 2030, 3148, 3192, 2217, 2836, 2918, 2801, 3262, 1257].

diagnostic-robust [1867]. Diagnostics [1796, 1442, 3197, 1449, 3333, 3534, 3187, 2547, 1286, 1728, 3042, 330, 3105, 2159, 3130, 3363, 3265, 3386, 2132, 2403, 2371, 2856, 3220]. Dialled [1386, 468].

diallel [1581, 1031, 944, 990, 1085, 1338, 960, 280, 1293]. diameter [817]. dichotomized [3434]. Dichotomous [1414, 1452, 2903, 3492].


dimension [1527, 3380, 2703]. Dimensional [208, 2977, 2096, 2432, 3103, 2537, 951, 1794, 3096, 782, 1445, 2443, 3227, 2504, 3044, 3444, 2928, 3171, 2786, 3208, 3453, 371, 3198].

dimensionality [2686]. Dinosaur [2444].

dioxide [916]. dipper [1220]. Direct [918, 304, 305, 1238, 3471, 1237, 2905].

Directed [1712]. Direction [1407].

Directional [370, 1022, 497, 687, 2198, 1500, 373, 1002, 1528, 1767]. directions [759, 714, 715].

Dirichlet [1953, 1312, 2972, 2513, 2475]. disability [2258, 3448]. Disaggregate [2280, 2603].

Disaggregate-level [2280, 2603]. disaggregation [3027, 2077, 2206, 2919, 2152].

disaster [3206]. disciplinary [3173]. disciplines [10].

disclosure [3529, 2567]. discontinuities [2790].

discontinuity [2925]. Discovery [1433, 1434, 1440, 1620, 1622, 1135, 330, 2362].


Distribution [397, 2660].

Discrimination [584, 690, 3400, 62, 2254, 1559, 3273, 653, 2955]. Discussion [1238, 1225, 1218, 1202, 1215, 1207]. disease [1994, 977, 3207, 1322, 2409, 2876, 2268, 2643, 3004, 2105, 2597, 3339, 3376, 441, 2591, 2478, 2388, 2075, 1876, 2232, 2517, 2795, 1346, 2229, 2540, 2513, 2918, 2855, 2095, 1889].
diseases [1478, 300]. Disease-based [1220].

disturbances [539, 3231]. disturbing [1960]. diurnal [287]. divergence [1665, 3104, 1445, 3183, 2846, 909].


Dose-related [1665]. dose-response [220, 1001, 1538, 1074]. dot [2104]. Double

external [3007]. extra [901, 1808].

extra-model [901]. Extraction [3482, 2296, 955]. extracts [863].

extrapolation [1878]. extrasolar [3115, 3407]. extremal [2155]. Extreme [775, 2306, 1438, 2996, 1820, 2637, 793, 1037, 3174, 2758, 3536, 1195, 1366, 3422, 2972, 1157, 3495, 554, 3394, 2793, 1955, 3088].

extreme-value [2758]. extremes [2828, 818, 3488]. Eyam [187].


Factorial [1666, 1404, 42, 405, 1412, 857, 856, 1887, 2439, 1479, 578, 772, 2808, 964, 1033, 340, 1773, 961, 1532, 282, 321, 529, 2104].

factorials [2654, 2154]. factoring [2376].


Failure [3405, 3440, 2113, 1913, 2045, 564, 2147, 724, 1969, 894, 3508, 2644, 2350, 2897, 3037, 3435, 3147, 3478, 3249, 994, 1866, 2539, 3220, 2137].


familial [1116, 2482]. Family [212, 1420, 2977, 1937, 3152, 973, 1488, 2567, 2904, 1122, 1533, 2482, 2801]. Farlie [1155].


feedstock [1290]. fees [1586]. Female [2361, 500, 743]. Fenton [2815].


Fields [1681, 424]. FIFA [2664, 3241].


first-digit [2768]. first-failure [3435].

Fundamentals [2320]. funds [2826].
Fuzzy [3384, 2658, 3158, 3311, 3226, 3064, 2722, 3513, 2837, 2838, 3494]. FWER [2057]. FWER-controlling [2057]. FX [2703].
Gaussian-multinomial [1693]. GEE [2480]. GEEs [3458]. geese [1236, 1210, 754, 741, 1234]. gelatin [1818].
Gender [823, 3305]. gene [3213, 2568, 1718, 2972, 2792, 1876, 1295, 2168]. General [1436, 2433, 2421, 2916, 1616, 3166, 940, 3331, 2032, 1359, 1287, 3590, 3366, 2953, 1054, 3505, 2392, 2202, 1091, 2902, 2170].
Generalised [91, 2472, 1899, 2492, 2529, 3231].
generalization [2025, 1561, 941, 3499, 2402, 1189].
generalizes [674]. Generalizing [2355].
Generally [1847]. Generated [188, 980, 3111].
Generating [1897, 1642, 2907, 19].
Generation [1444, 1124, 1753, 1942, 2838, 3230, 1921, 3353].
generator [450, 264].
genesis [1382].
Genetic [1426, 148, 1420, 2130, 2236, 2850, 943, 2826, 1148, 1973, 608, 3516, 3001, 2527, 2911].
genome [2560]. genome-wide [2560].
genomic [2355, 3315, 2719]. genotype [1876, 2650]. Genotypic [888]. genres [1008].
genus [2136].
gedesic [2489, 3097, 2716].
Geof [2816].
Geographic [2844, 168, 743, 2907].
geographical [2933, 2303].
geography [3008].
Geometric [2809, 3105, 1389, 1978, 3260, 1192, 2866, 3429, 3519, 3514, 1866, 1329]. geostatistical [2094].
Geostatistics [2617, 2921].
German [2346].
Germany [3179, 283]. germlasm [864].
Getting [2986].
egeyser [2694].
Ghana [3383].
Gibbs [2383, 609, 2829, 1597, 2910, 2030, 423, 1959].
Gilles [2651].
Gillian [510].
gillnet [1840].
Gini [2563, 3246, 3338].
given [2733, 3254, 506, 565, 637, 567, 643, 646, 1494].
Givens [2816].
glandular [2740].
Glass [4].
gLasso [2443].
Glaucoma [1455].
glim [382, 456].
GLM [1395].
GLMM [2480].
GLMs [1325].
Global [1638, 1820, 2140, 2648].
glomerular [2982].
GM [3391].
GME [2966].
GMM [1995].
Go [151]. goal [397, 3034]. gold [2162, 597].
golden [3192]. golf [3181, 1288]. Gompertz
[1198, 1937, 3295]. Gompertz-type [1198].
Goodness-of-Fit [1387, 1698, 1439, 3285, 1800, 1372, 1843, 2021, 1185, 1158, 3536, 3414, 2633, 3098, 3343, 3183, 2354].
goods [1148]. goose [742, 752]. Gopal
[1715, 2230, 2524]. Government
[162, 1330, 47]. Governments [200]. grade
[937]. grades [3345]. Gradient [2413, 3058].
gradients [791]. Graduate [1707].
graduates [3168, 1931]. graduation [3162].
grain [2939]. Grand [1251]. Granger
[3029, 2043, 1109]. Granger-causality
[1109, 3029]. grants [3043]. Graphical
[1526, 541, 21, 1279, 1021, 1552, 887, 2845, 516, 522, 3512, 530, 495, 2289, 3124, 844, 3578].
graphically [671]. Graphics
[2456, 2424]. graphs
[1008, 1011, 873, 1928, 3087]. gravity [959].
great [763, 611]. greater [931]. Greece
[3412]. greenhouse [2404]. Griffon [737].
Grizzle [2402]. Gröbner [1101]. grocery
[1181]. Group
[1404, 2441, 856, 1128, 1906, 1558, 3456, 494, 3108, 2085, 2731, 3255, 2440, 1969, 894, 951, 2724, 3513, 2597, 796, 804, 2207, 670, 2704, 3200, 1866, 2955, 1815, 3486, 2878].
group-based [2955]. group-censoring
[1815]. group-structured [670]. Grouped
[1710, 2594, 1752, 644, 1993, 3288].
Grouping [199, 620, 1057, 888]. Groups
[1648, 2243, 2864, 1341, 2207, 280, 2199, 2533].
groves [315]. growing [1955]. Growth
[129, 2415, 3022, 2107, 3214, 413, 676, 3229, 2452, 1241, 2367, 805, 2131, 923, 2130, 790, 3257, 1875, 3374, 916, 1054, 1129, 3090, 2885, 2483, 2982, 2474, 487, 835, 1047, 1766, 1343, 1805, 2248, 2717, 3003, 3238, 2997, 2681].
GTL [1802]. GUI [2458]. Guide
[2193, 3572, 2610, 3549, 608, 2325]. guided
[3586]. guidelines [284]. Guinea [1462].
gull [736]. gulls [766]. Gumbel
[1155, 1949, 3539]. GWMA [1838]. Gyps
[737]. gypsy [669]. gyration [1456].
H [2816, 2822, 2653]. Habitat
[1681, 794, 1229]. habitation [1983].
habitation [3059]. Hacking [237].
haemodynamic [1846]. Hakan [2745]. half
[3397, 3291]. half-logistic [3291]. Hall
[1418, 2343]. halves [942]. handball [1886].
Handbook
[3551, 3588, 3606, 2036, 2500, 2393, 2503, 3583, 2462, 3024, 3561, 2746, 3120].
handling [1456, 2951, 3330, 3145, 3140].
handwritten [2295]. Hansen [2794].
harmonic [1851]. harvests [957]. Harville
[304]. having [1906, 339]. Hazard
[1707, 1453, 2429, 2113, 1531, 3555, 3520, 3038, 2287, 1864, 2202, 3412, 2220, 3067].
Hazards [152, 165, 2034, 3122, 1294, 2355, 2942, 1864, 2634, 1283, 2663, 2208]. HDI
[3442]. Health
[152, 165, 90, 925, 1436, 2907, 173, 63, 2970, 3439, 1354, 2913, 3445, 1126, 2149, 3340, 2754, 2620, 1885, 2483, 3043, 551, 2642, 1933, 3330].
health-related [3445]. healthcare
[2564, 3311, 2721, 2760, 2628]. heaping
[1187, 3201]. heart [1913, 3514, 2897, 1346].
heartbeat [2420]. heavy [1564, 3074].
heavy-tailed [1564, 3074]. hedge [2418].
hedging [3437, 2526]. hedonic [3234, 3462].
height [925, 1803]. hemisphere [1362].
heritability [2012]. Heterogeneity
[2545, 2556, 1128, 1852, 3191, 3360, 1104, 1591, 1222, 975, 741, 2028, 3436, 2271].
Heterogeneous
[1272, 2725, 1081, 3510, 3441, 735, 2731, 3326, 2063, 2639, 2946]. heterogeneous-variance [2731].
hesitrosedastic
[3211, 1000, 2910, 2774, 2403, 2199, 3496].
Heteroscedasticity
[3130, 3072, 2564, 1292, 3007, 3369, 3082, 539, 2495, 2211, 2885, 2683, 698].
heteroskedastic [1980, 2055].
heteroskedasticity [2976, 2148, 2436, 2983].
Heuristic [682, 1951]. HGLM [1564].
long-tailed [1033, 3280]. Long-term [3146, 1850, 2235, 1219, 2490, 903].
longitudinally [1307]. Long-tailed [1208].
Lot [184, 1284, 777, 2480]. looking [662]. Lorenz [345]. Loss [1423, 713, 1088, 1446, 1618, 1702, 1018, 1102, 3182, 2632, 1734, 1048, 1839, 969, 1474].
Loss-based [1088]. losses [2970]. lost [2190]. Lot [1388, 320, 1086, 1041, 392, 905, 963, 1099].
Lower [2548, 1486, 2469, 1111, 898, 899].
loins [1920]. LQL [643]. LTS [2590].
lumbar [2493]. Lund [399]. lung [2829, 2945, 344, 3004, 2449].
M [2815, 2822, 52, 510, 2748, 1030, 3520, 2189, 963, 1375]. M-estimator [1030, 1375, 2189]. M-shape [3520].
Machine [199, 2797, 3381, 2792]. machines [2133, 2282, 3004, 1106]. MacMahon [262].
Macro [1454]. macrobenthic [1517].
macular [2405]. Made [181, 2458].
magnitude [3256, 931, 3354].
magnitude-frequency [3354].
Mahalanobis [1526, 3490, 2537, 1747].
malnutrition [3327]. malpractice [962].
Mangium [1615]. manifolds [2453].
Manipulation [2090, 1228, 3565]. Mann [2486, 968, 2941]. Mantel [1174, 3099].
manual [184]. manufacturing [3232, 1841, 1314, 88, 1146].
marginalised [3215]. marginality [1035].
marginalized [2357, 2516, 2214].
Marked [1703, 759, 762, 2937, 3495].
Marked-point [1703]. marker [3474, 1307].
Markers [2911, 3507, 3315, 3247, 1257].
market [996, 3279, 1962, 2035, 64, 2976, 2294, 2263, 3061, 1544, 1304, 249, 1890, 2382].
marketing [2076, 2296]. Markets [1668, 3035, 1037, 2675, 1797, 3437, 2020, 1890, 3498, 1586].
Marking [677]. Markov [2228, 2239, 2805, 1444, 1681, 3138, 3029, 843, 977, 1409, 1186, 3158, 2675, 3555, 1877, 3408, 3065, 1183, 2775, 947, 2268, 3327, 1763, 719, 1064, 2317, 2020, 415, 570, 2334, 2336, 1772, 1255, 3412, 423, 3228, 2992, 3577, 3040, 1015, 1016, 1164, 1623, 3202].
Markov-dependent [3408, 1772].
mover-stayer [843]. Moving
[1368, 2797, 1847, 815, 3144, 2727, 1036, 3394, 2259, 1327]. Mr. [105]. Mrs. [52].
MRSI [1374]. MRSI-observed [1374].
MSE [1303]. MTAR [1518]. Müller [2818].
MULT [746]. Multi [1426, 136, 1709, 3041, 1623, 3173, 2568, 3010, 3049, 1228, 246, 2640, 2348, 3325, 1226, 751, 2041, 1547, 2662, 920, 2918].
multi-block [2379]. multi-class [2568].
Multicollinearity [2114, 3310, 2468, 3283, 3472, 3031, 1498].
Multidimensional [2903, 1142, 3504, 2994, 1251, 109, 2927].
multifractal [3309]. Multilevel [2305, 2803, 1808, 3173, 2235, 1353, 2237, 1531, 2406, 2036, 2516, 3290, 3425, 3110, 2173, 3561].
multimodal [2288]. Multinominal [1413, 1693, 2670, 2913, 2802, 2595, 606, 1082, 1312, 3166, 334, 1461, 1744, 467, 3222].
Multiple-index [3461].
multiple-interventions [1005].
multiplicative [542]. multiply [463, 3117].
Multipoint [2448]. Multiresolution [2806, 3482]. multiscale [3502].
multisite-multiparametric [2601].
multistage [3379]. Multistate [1225, 1224].
Multivariate [3173, 1710, 1641, 1650, 494, 2464, 2674, 3473, 3337, 2254, 1258, 1401, 1495, 3247, 1655, 814, 1397, 2850, 3522, 1747, 1402, 2260, 1690, 2206, 2668, 976, 2345, 2793, 1416, 2639, 1688, 1198, 1113, 3028, 3357, 374, 2896, 2117, 929, 2423, 1811, 3194, 3153, 2313, 2912, 1019, 2110, 1142, 2355, 2942, 2284, 2097, 671, 2776, 2086, 1260, 3034, 469, 2488, 3606, 406, 1078, 3152, 3458, 2883, 1719, 1296, 810, 3105, 2522, 2408, 3374, 2396, 3313, 2469, 3467, 1857, 2211, 2773, 2386, 2379, 3376, 2695, 864, 3333, 2520, 2633, 2410, 1827, 1119, 2645, 2788, 3123, 1506, 1993, 2911, 3120, 3240, 1133, 1739].
multivariate [2601, 2769, 1547, 1960, 2928, 2267, 605, 1055, 630, 2418, 2781, 1327, 2354, 2778, 3463].
Multivariate-based [1258].
multiway [515]. muscle [3446, 1582]. music [2830].
multisite-multivariate [3537]. myoelectric [3446, 3070].
myoelectric-controlled [3446]. Myopia [123].
National [925, 129, 164, 2245, 3543, 2844, 1885, 2532, 2907, 1098]. native [3164].
natural [3027, 807, 303, 1544, 731]. Naturalistic [3294]. nature [2613, 2554].
NBA [1072]. NBER [2575]. NCAA [1272].
Predictive [1283, 829, 3427, 2316, 1254, 2727, 3195].
Predictor [3033, 2977, 2331]. predictors [806, 2876, 2958, 1874, 2173, 2339].
Preference [1638, 794, 3252, 1727, 1499, 3171].
presentation [1472, 1874]. prestige [2290]. pretest [1291]. pretest/post [1291].
printed [234].’ Prior [1215, 1113, 1214, 2549, 3460, 553, 1894, 1796, 1476, 2686, 1312, 2672, 1254, 1105, 1730, 722].
private [2980]. Prize [2230, 2524].
Probabilistic [113, 2913]. probabilists [2857]. Probabilities [2857].
Productivity [758, 104, 130, 771, 88].
Products [1638, 1148, 1499]. professional [3532, 2182]. Professionalized [138, 132].
Professor [1715]. Profile [897, 2381].
profiles [2876, 2432, 3244, 3137, 2024].
profiling [2760], profitability [3456], prognostic [1430], program [240], programme [758], programmes [1353], programming [3555, 3034], Programs [1707, 746], Progress [183], progression [843, 3207, 2268], progressive [2805, 1809, 932, 3349, 2724, 3397, 2454, 3435, 2515, 2924, 2539, 1924, 883, 1110, 1339, 1302, 1804, 1815]. Progressively [1516, 3440, 2935, 1981, 2350, 3291, 2799].

Projected [1675, 938, 1528], projecting [1143], projection [1413, 3188], projection-based [3188], projections [1050, 1467, 421], promote [3456], promotion [837], Promotions [1181], prone [2701, 2571], proof [572], propagation [2133], propensity [3214, 1476, 2766], propertie [3322]. Properties [1721, 2718, 1537, 1446, 1722, 1244, 278, 615, 1887, 579, 2743, 1496, 1183, 733, 2413, 834, 866, 2855], property [2368, 1827], prophets [2106]. Proportion [1414, 3193, 2868, 1967, 2241, 2519, 3015, 3266, 827, 1588, 3076, 2693, 1058, 2223, 2588], Proportional [1707, 2034, 3122, 1294, 2355, 2942, 3117, 2634, 1283, 2208, 2854, 3410]. Proportions [1381, 1429, 3433, 2430, 3089, 2957, 2753, 1584, 745, 2207, 1541, 1865, 2624, 1501, 3078, 2588, 3222, 2895], Proposal [155, 2765, 3145, 174], proposed [2269], prospective [1566], prospects [3482], prostate [2410, 2412, 2390, 3046, 2137], prostate-specific [3046], Protection [1408], protein [3504, 2930, 2514], proteins [3036], Proto [1382], Proto-Australian [1382], protocol [888], prototypes [421], provided [901], providers [2760]. Proximal [3381], proximity [2688, 3305], proximity-relation [2688], pseudo [3491, 264, 1107, 2470], pseudo-coefficient [3491], pseudo-likelihood [1107], pseudo-panel [2470], pseudo-random [264], pseudolikelihood [2803], psychiatric [2604, 1197]. Public [154, 3356, 58, 2907, 3013], public-use [2907], publication [236, 3151], Pulak [1970], pulmonary [2912], pulp [1314], pulse [1874], punishment [611], pupil [3425], pupils [591], purchases [983, 1167], pure [301, 589], purpose [2864], Purposes [1430], putative [791], Puzzle [12].

Quality [1451, 1423, 2532, 1397, 2380, 2585, 1545, 1985, 106, 771, 979, 717, 1018, 3089, 2718, 1102, 2966, 792, 989, 320, 3170, 506, 565, 637, 2457, 1041, 567, 1064, 1765, 1365, 2798, 1908, 718, 2908, 1229, 1515, 1579, 646, 819, 2834], quality-of-life [2585], Quantal [1854, 2292]. Quantification [2352, 3219], Quantifying [1984, 2106], Quantile [873, 2871, 1928, 3198, 2383, 2984, 3460, 3399, 3057, 3161, 3556, 831, 2316, 2640, 2312, 1073, 1089, 3190, 3509, 2631, 3454, 3087, 1741, 893, 3060, 3233, 3364, 2927, 2915, 2311, 2878], Quantile-adaptive [3198], quantile-treatment-effect [1741], quantiles [1523, 1598, 972, 893, 3462, 2533], Quantitative [344, 2503, 148, 1139, 1493, 2073, 864, 1187, 2624, 2587, 2482, 3516, 2448], Quantity [144, 1092, 3431], quantization [656], quartiles [3278], Quasi [2552, 1107, 1448, 2378, 1807, 1232, 2581, 3162, 1056, 1326, 1231, 1281], Quasi-asymmetry [2378], quasi-experiments [1232, 1231], Quasi-Least [1448], Quasi-likelihood [1107, 1056, 1326], quasi-likelihoods [1281], quasi-maximum-likelihood [2581], Quasi-optimal [2552], quasi-range [1807], Queen [2902], query [2059], questionnaires [3264], questions [751, 1750, 113], queueing [2969], queues
Riemannian [2453]. right [2144, 2741, 2347, 3122, 3429, 1311, 20, 2372, 2916, 3143, 2178, 3454, 3218, 2570, 3055].
right-censored [2347, 3122, 2916, 3218].
Risk [3589, 2194, 3590, 1686, 1346, 2307, 3455, 1894, 3355, 2224, 3294, 3456, 1126, 2942, 1897, 998, 2787, 2069, 2094, 2227, 3016, 3537, 3247, 1922, 3368, 3508, 2151, 2597, 2493, 2490, 3139, 2960, 3574, 2536, 2591, 3136, 3549, 3046, 3243, 1955, 1889, 2815, 2953].
Robust [1259, 1030, 3121, 2873, 1535, 847, 1710, 1841, 2313, 3182, 2926, 3094, 3108, 3063, 1085, 3104, 396, 2566, 3135, 2590, 3151, 1418, 1670, 141, 3047, 696, 1431, 2648, 1620, 1532, 1632, 3044, 96, 2425, 2535, 1996, 2482, 2712, 1648, 3531, 2728, 3547, 2698, 1936, 1822, 2574, 1583, 1270, 546, 3517, 1523, 2101, 1756, 1888, 3051, 1867, 3358, 1892, 1818, 3600, 1334, 2894, 992, 2811, 2906, 1076, 1591, 1908, 2189, 2747, 1513, 777, 3453, 2199, 3496, 3516, 2122].
Robustness [1265, 979, 944, 990, 1277, 2252, 1117, 2134, 1386, 2108, 1293, 672, 540, 882, 1656, 689, 1894, 2048, 1512, 1093, 1369, 3443, 583, 1550].
Root [1416, 1428, 1309, 1756, 825, 1460, 1870, 2040, 2072, 1025, 1816, 1340, 3053].
roots [609, 845, 1246, 1318, 1335, 1497].
Series
statistical [2798, 1884, 2948, 2981, 2567, 2081, 1491, 1152, 2016, 2283, 3352, 263, 3126, 319, 2426, 2425, 1197, 514, 517, 1146, 3605, 2650, 3201, 2951, 2818].

statistical-test-complemented [530].

Statistician [99, 705, 762, 59, 47].

Statisticians [38, 43, 149, 445, 1147, 2502].


stock-based [2215]. stomach [1924]. stone [2785, 2091]. storage [1481]. Story [57, 18].

Strain [1699]. Strain-specific [1699].


stratified [1596, 1214, 3034, 3015, 2945, 787, 3106, 2009, 3141, 1511, 1283, 1215, 3409, 3377].

Streamflow [1444, 1607]. Stress [1422, 3011, 881, 2832]. strictly [3415].

strike [914, 2001]. strip [1896, 3146].


Structural [711, 2149, 2307, 2835, 1286, 2079, 845, 915, 3306, 88, 720, 1835, 2373, 1318, 1063, 2910, 3263, 916, 2375, 3204, 2040, 1865, 3393, 2980, 689, 1552, 2642, 1540, 1570].

Structurally [1345]. structure [3452, 3113, 1571, 1078, 1061, 2234, 3360, 2885, 2777, 1343, 2443, 356, 2636, 2514, 3078, 2791, 3019, 1468, 3202].

structured [1979, 2294, 2364, 670, 1119].

Structures [1404, 1712, 856, 979, 1794, 661, 2796, 3428, 984, 1740, 2975]. student [186].

Student-t [1286]. Studentized [1490, 1477]. students [209, 2262, 27, 3162, 7, 2173].


Study [1692, 1064, 1633, 1431, 1956, 1113, 2245, 2804, 1125, 1873, 2969, 929, 2262, 1948, 1525, 3138, 2995, 84, 2545, 3279, 3069, 615, 977, 2807, 3128, 3207, 793, 1596, 2011, 523, 2332, 1247, 2967, 1784, 3511, 2296, 2538, 732, 2532, 3518, 2414, 2130, 2048, 3330, 754, 1020, 3487, 71, 849, 724, 1835, 8, 2221, 636, 254, 635, 2613, 1374, 3241, 3513, 2897, 3162, 2661, 782, 924, 3502, 1717, 1574, 2554].
1233, 355, 1908, 1814, 345, 3159, 696, 2081, 1499, 1229, 2662, 1196, 907, 1943, 1234, 3093, 1227, 2839, 2638, 2785, 752, 2264, 3288, 2095, 3013, 1481, 1498, 2801, 3294, 3340]. **Study** [2911]. **Studying** [1288, 2256, 1891, 2242, 2251, 690]. **styles** [1461, 1592]. **styles** [2070]. **stylized** [1309]. **Stylistometric** [1711]. **Sub** [1639, 3383]. **Sub-diagonal** [1639]. **Sub-region** [3383]. **subdiagonal** [591]. **subject** [2881, 1587, 2833, 849, 462, 1759, 2197, 2449]. **Subjective** [150, 2368]. **Subjective-Probability** [150]. **Subjects** [210]. **submerged** [2671]. **subpopulations** [2358]. **Subroutine** [149]. **subscription** [2063]. **subscription-based** [2063]. **Subsemble** [2847]. **subsequent** [3102]. **subset** [2670, 302, 1779, 1473, 2847]. **subset-specific** [2847]. **subsets** [495]. **subsetting** [1723]. **Substantial** [3305]. **substitution** [2301]. **subsystem** [3405]. **success** [1235, 3160, 3204]. **successful** [1136, 1138, 2589]. **Successful** [393]. **Sudden** [1574]. **Suggestions** [759, 1232]. **suicide** [3091]. **suitable** [1031, 2672]. **sulfide** [3322]. **sulphate** [604]. **Sultan** [1970]. **Sum** [1391, 2941, 1589, 2421, 3154, 1055, 2940]. **Summary** [1115, 3292]. **Summed** [1150]. **Summer** [1735]. **SUN** [3341]. **Sunsot** [1606]. **super** [2188]. **super-populations** [2188]. **superclassification** [991]. **superimposed** [2811]. **Superiority** [1654]. **supervised** [1364, 2443, 2792]. **supervised-weighted** [2792]. **supplement** [1290]. **supply** [2758]. **Supplying** [1651]. **Support** [1958, 2797, 3080, 3391, 3356, 3381, 3101, 2133, 3004, 2600, 2792]. **support-vector** [2133]. **supportive** [519]. **sure** [2906]. **Surface** [1613, 1441, 1691, 1393, 2244, 1888, 3066, 2775, 590, 1061, 686, 1161, 1035, 443, 580, 2648, 1565, 1849]. **Surfaces** [1609, 208, 3382]. **surgeon** [966]. **surrogate** [1307]. **surrounding** [392]. **Surveillance** [781, 1436, 1731, 2086, 880, 1774, 551, 2075, 3091]. **Survey** [119, 69, 3166, 795, 161, 867, 212, 2684, 2713, 2346, 3025, 2296, 2656, 332, 1500, 2597, 2803, 1717, 3522, 2907, 1919, 331, 3409, 526, 2865, 2153, 925, 2007, 547]. **Surveys** [1627, 1364, 2995, 2752, 1563, 2297, 3106, 2523, 593, 1812, 3330]. **Survival** [2435, 2319, 1615, 1208, 766, 146, 3209, 739, 755, 775, 2761, 757, 1236, 2034, 3439, 3510, 1211, 763, 3344, 2098, 3194, 728, 734, 2649, 3301, 2912, 1209, 1210, 1937, 758, 732, 769, 1243, 1219, 3014, 2870, 3295, 744, 733, 564, 1033, 1226, 2917, 3374, 2282, 2151, 1220, 3484, 2511, 2738, 2850, 2943, 1230, 1205, 1222, 738, 747, 2220, 2584, 3396, 1004, 768, 907, 2204, 1234, 1227, 1358, 2047, 1204, 2253]. **survival-rate** [758]. **surviving** [3194]. **Survivor** [1453]. **survivors** [1997]. **sustainable** [786]. **Sweden** [1748]. **Switching** [1191, 707, 697, 1941, 3029, 910, 2263, 567, 2020, 32, 466, 1090, 646, 1183]. **Switching-one-column** [1191]. **Symmetric** [1598, 1416, 2779, 3121, 2487, 1185, 3280, 1122, 2188, 1308]. **Symmetry** [1395, 1445, 1415, 1482, 2144, 1023, 939, 2160, 2255, 2352, 591, 909, 2657, 3018]. **symptoms** [2513]. **Syndrome** [1574, 2597, 1733]. **Syndromic** [1436]. **synergism** [442]. **Syntax** [1382]. **Synthetic** [2227, 1633, 3574, 662, 2346, 3316, 2907, 1282, 2834]. **System** [1657, 144, 1704, 1642, 828, 522, 748, 697, 1917, 1317, 3349, 1725, 261, 799, 970, 565, 910, 511, 2886, 521, 2431, 3225, 2837, 2708, 1013, 1090, 589, 514, 3149, 394, 525, 2382]. **Systematic** [3330, 507, 1927]. **systems** [1320, 63, 707, 780, 1040, 1731, 3167, 524, 3311, 523, 1031, 247, 1323, 3528, 3395, 567, 2597, 743, 3249, 1109, 466, 867, 646, 1884]. **systemwise** [1722].

**t** [1286]. **table** [2307, 1865, 286]. **Tables** [1395, 1445, 1394, 1482, 2573, 528, 1092, 2715, 2827, 341, 530, 2348, 567, 3506, 1549, 2179].
tetrahedralization [3036]. Texas
[2652, 3595]. text [60]. Textile [199, 2408].
texture [666]. textures [2929]. Thailand
[3088]. their
[829, 652, 1598, 2560, 1517, 3470, 1508, 377,
3528, 2581, 2613, 252, 1403, 755, 3462].
theorem [1966]. Theoretical [374].
Theory [3582, 2158, 2903, 2994, 426, 2479,
1820, 106, 393, 3586, 3559, 970, 2288, 2758,
489, 2950, 2526, 661, 2534, 786, 2891, 3594,
1881, 2704, 1955, 2394]. therapeutic [442].
therapy [3049, 3050, 635]. there
[3350, 1193, 3250, 947, 3284, 1648, 226].
Thermal [3322, 1642, 2835, 3219, 1481].
thermal-hydraulics [3219]. Thick [1432].
Thick-tailed [1432]. thickness [836]. thing
[1107]. Things [2667]. Third
[2898, 1899, 1531, 2817, 1988, 2823, 1921].
third-generation [1921]. Third-order
[2898]. Thirty [25]. thoracic [3441].
Thought [69]. Thoughts [5, 207, 35, 51].
Three [2096, 1404, 87, 2620, 2537, 1634,
1445, 208, 3460, 1830, 584, 763, 693, 3167,
948, 2432, 1840, 1768, 960, 2886, 1794, 1324,
782, 1943, 3087, 1337]. Three-Dimensional
[208, 2096, 1445, 2432, 1794, 782].
three-fold [1768]. Three-level
[1404, 1634, 3460, 3087]. three-parameter
[584]. Three-part [2620]. three-phase
[1324]. Threshold [1384, 3237, 1422, 3128,
2069, 2991, 1538, 3144, 2904, 2996].
thresholding [3388]. throat [261].
throughput [3457, 2650]. thyroid [3474].
tidal [904]. tiddlywinks [1317]. Tie [170].
Ties [3499, 3142, 2241, 2839]. Tightened
[913, 1029, 1059, 565, 617, 1543, 1963, 576,
776]. tightened-normal-tightened
Time [3568, 103, 1977, 1999, 2321, 121,
1614, 116, 1664, 182, 2226, 2612, 1880, 164,
1402, 1439, 2191, 3580, 1448, 2119, 2975,
3383, 3584, 62, 2337, 3480, 2032, 2896, 3510,
811, 1406, 2498, 2117, 2697, 2239, 3585, 3138,
3355, 3199, 1359, 1305, 1531, 3423, 2998, 555,
2866, 2667, 1595, 3057, 1951, 1181, 1209,
3571, 3334, 2851, 1010, 2011, 2284, 938, 2165,
2432, 3579, 2294, 2562, 825, 2285, 3437, 3226,
3014, 1043, 1469, 3337, 2422, 3390, 3259,
2360, 1778, 601, 1261, 2635, 1544, 3327, 2277,
2400, 1318, 2910, 3508, 2604, 521, 2644, 1171,
2722, 3392, 3354, 3037, 3095, 2982, 3231].
time [2745, 2040, 3544, 1462, 2276, 2708,
1132, 1255, 2608, 2428, 1908, 2260, 1983,
1945, 2356, 2546, 2911, 2919, 527, 1307, 1973,
2601, 2510, 1850, 994, 3006, 2555, 1005, 2152,
869, 1075, 2208, 1834, 2653, 481, 3070, 1015,
1016, 1164, 2927, 699, 1831, 3091, 2022, 2137,
3132, 3432, 1570, 2395]. time-course [2337].
time-dependent [1908]. time-frequency
[3006]. time-inhomogeneous [2027].
time-invariant [2285]. time-limited [2697].
Time-Series [2321, 121, 2226, 62, 3480,
2239, 2851, 3226, 2360, 521, 1983].
time-specific [1209]. time-to-event
[1307, 3132]. time-trends [1075].
time-truncated [2032]. time-use [2667].
Time-varying [1999, 2119, 2975, 3437, 2604,
2982, 2608, 2510, 1834, 2927, 2022]. Times
[1651, 1615, 1530, 1795, 2113, 3301, 2912,
894, 3090, 3339, 2584, 883]. TIMET [1651].
timing [1210]. tissue [2223]. tit [763].
Titanium [1651]. Title [770, 822, 946].
Title-page [770, 822, 946]. TNT [776, 576].
TNTVSS [1963]. Tobit
[3229, 3341, 2148, 3534, 1932, 1410]. Today
[125]. toddlers [3481]. Tolerance
[1403, 1533, 695, 1111]. Tolerances
[1618, 1702]. Tomographic [1455].
tomography [418, 663, 2625]. Tool
[163, 372, 2873, 1138, 20, 661, 670, 359].
tools [3573, 2889, 3393]. top [3297]. Topics
[1862]. Topp [1508, 1802]. torsion [974].
Total
[1388, 2018, 1571, 3051, 931, 2434, 982, 1079].
totally [1463]. totals [1511]. toughness
[3497]. tour [3586, 1251]. tourism [3513].
Tourist [3210]. tournament [1272].
tournaments [908]. trace [2733, 3254].
two-part [2483]. two-phase [2147, 1834].
two-piece [695]. two-plan [1917, 2867].
Two-Sample [1390, 1431, 1265, 2347, 1104, 1459, 2638, 2728]. Two-sided [1802, 1871, 2694].
Two-stage [2358, 1507, 3259, 1062, 2598, 2356, 2047].

U [3162, 1538]. U-shaped [1538].
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Weight [147, 2627, 925, 2931, 1803].
Weighted
[2999, 1306, 1416, 1368, 2127, 2051, 3028, 1847, 2882, 3297, 3520, 807, 3366, 2931, 3000, 1864, 2257, 2952, 2259, 3208, 1327].
Weighting [1833, 3362, 3007]. Weights
[18, 2135, 35, 1976, 2803, 1026, 893, 3483].
Weiß [1541]. welfare [3167, 3153]. well
[3203, 2491, 2837]. were [3537]. West
[3383, 1472]. Western [1517]. wet [3180].
weit-on-wet [3180]. wheels [2538, 2863].
where [1201, 931, 1202]. Which
[74, 103, 1587, 2220, 3531]. whiskers [46].
white [1236, 1218]. white-fronted [1236].
Whitening [1424]. Whither [6]. Whitney
[2941, 968, 2486]. Whittle [1782]. Who
[2505]. Whose [42, 447]. wide [758, 2560].
widely [2078]. widespread [2293]. Wiener
[2116]. Wilcoxon [774, 2941, 2486, 3154].
Wild [2436]. Wild-bootstrapped [2436].
Wilde [1008]. Wilk [840]. William [2653].
willfulness [2813]. willow [756].
Wimbledon [981]. win [1911]. WinBUGS
Window [1437, 3077, 2165, 3003].
window-wise [3003]. windows [3129].
wine [3234, 2254, 983, 1167]. winners [824].
winter [3016, 1472]. Winters [1700]. wise
[2771, 3003]. Withdrawal [2229, 500].
drawings [301]. within
[494, 2828, 2518, 2872, 2077, 282, 2022].
within-group [494]. without
[1396, 2162, 1105, 2108, 3489, 3078]. women
[1311, 2740, 2832]. Wool [1424]. Work
[183, 2966, 1140, 3356]. Work-In-Progress
[183]. Works [1711]. workstations [1841].
World
[2664, 1317, 823, 233, 867, 3578, 2274].
world-class [823]. worrying [3340].
wrapped [3400, 381, 1122]. Wynn [138].
X [2822, 1733, 902]. X-S [902]. XII
[3541, 1269, 2350, 2770, 2204, 2572, 1996].
XY [1102].
yard [85]. year [2304, 3345, 1234, 339].
Years [111, 369, 879, 981, 1924, 1556].
Yeast [1659]. Yield
[1684, 1641, 470, 2026, 2603, 790, 3375, 2939].
Yor [2824]. York [2002]. Youden [917].
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z} [1392]. Zambia [619]. Zap [1664].
[2624, 1058, 2766, 3009, 3042, 2360, 3114, 2596, 3323, 1601, 3451, 3505, 1808, 3489, 2473, 1164, 2856, 2122, 2700, 2812]. zero-inflation
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